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Abstract. The full dynamics of a multi-ELM cycle as well as the ELM mitigation

by resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are modeled in realistic tokamak X-point

geometry with the non-linear reduced MHD code JOREK. The diamagnetic rotation is

found to be a key parameter enabling to reproduce the cyclical dynamics of the plasma

relaxations and to model the near-symmetric ELM power deposition on the inner and

outer divertor target plates consistently with experimental measurements. Moreover,

the non-linear coupling of the RMPs with unstable modes are found to modify the

edge magnetic topology and induce a continuous MHD activity in place of a large

ELM crash, resulting in the mitigation of the ELMs. At larger diamagnetic rotation, a

bifurcation from unmitigated ELMs – at low RMP current – towards fully suppressed

ELMs –at large RMP current – is obtained.
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1. Introduction

Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) are magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) events occurring in

high-confinement regime (H-mode) of tokamak plasmas. They are initiated with the

growth of instabilities triggered by the large edge pressure gradient (so-called ballooning

modes) or by the large edge current (so-called peeling modes). These instabilities

generate a quasi-periodic relaxation of the edge plasma (also called pedestal), and

represent a cyclical dynamics of the plasma: ELM precursors are triggered when the

peeling-ballooning stability boundary is crossed, and grow until the plasma non-linearly

reorganizes; as a result, the pressure profile relaxes and filaments are expelled from the

plasma [1, 2]. The relaxation brings back the plasma to a stable state, yet as the pedestal

is rebuilt, the profiles steepen and the plasma is re-destabilized, inducing another ELM

crash [3]. The heat flux reaching the divertor due to an ELM is foreseen to be likely

to erode the divertor in ITER if the ELMs are not mitigated, thus the ELMs have to

be controlled in ITER [4]. A promising control method is the application of resonant

magnetic perturbations (RMPs) by dedicated coils. This method proved to be successful

in either suppressing the ELMs in the DIII-D [5, 6] ASDEX Upgrade [7] and KSTAR

tokamaks [8] or in mitigating the ELM power in JET [9], MAST [10] and NSTX [11],

which validated its use for ITER operation.

So far, only a single ELM crash could be reproduced in modeling in realistic

geometry with non-linear MHD codes such as M3D [12], BOUT++ [13, 14], NIMROD

[15] and JOREK [16, 17, 18]; however multi-ELM cycling regimes were not reproduced in

modeling up to now. As for the ELM mitigation by RMPs, its observation in modeling

is a new result. The reduced MHD code JOREK was recently extended to introduce the

bi-fluid diamagnetic effects, the neoclassical friction and a source of toroidal rotation,

in order to self-consistently describe the plasma flows. Also, RMPs were added in the

code, the vacuum RMP field being set as boundary conditions for the perturbation

of the magnetic flux. The full model is described in [19]. These improvements now

enable to simulate both multi-ELM cycles – we show in this paper that the diamagnetic

stabilization is a key parameter that allows for obtaining them – and the ELM mitigation

or suppression by RMPs. Section 2 presents the modeling of ELM cycles in JET-like

configuration. We show that a competition between the diamagnetic stabilization and

the plasma destabilization by the growth of the pressure gradient due to the heat source

generates the cyclical dynamics of the plasma relaxation and pedestal reconstruction.

The near-symmetric repartition of the ELM power on the inner and outer divertor target

plates due to the convection of the filaments by the diamagnetic drifts is also presented.

In section 3, the mechanism of the ELM mitigation or suppression by RMPs is described.

Under a certain RMP current threshold, the ELM mitigation is due to the continuous

MHD activity produced by the non-linear interaction between RMPs and the unstable

plasma modes. When the RMP current is sufficiently increased, the plasma is stabilized

under the peeling-ballooning instability threshold and the ELMs are fully suppressed.
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2. ELM cycle studies

ELM simulations are performed for JET-like plasma parameters and geometry, similar

to Ref [19]: major radius R0 = 3m, minor radius a = 1m, toroidal magnetic field

Bt = 2.9T and safety factor q95 ∼ 3. Established H-mode experimental profiles are

taken initially, with central electron density ne,0 = 6×1019m−3 and central temperature

Te,0 = 5keV . The pedestal density and temperature are ne,ped = 3.8 × 1019m−3 and

Te,ped = 2.5keV . The edge transport barrier is maintained by reducing the perpendicular

diffusive coefficients of heat and particles in the pedestal. Ad hoc heat and particle

sources are chosen to mimic e.g. the heating power due to neutral beam injection:

the heat source follows the pedestal profile and the density source is constant over

the plasma. Because of computational restrictions, the central resistivity is taken

η0 = 2.5 × 10−7Ω.m, which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the Spitzer resistivity

ηSpitzer = 2.5 × 10−9Ω.m. The resistivity profile follows a T−3/2 radial dependence.

A JET realistic diamagnetic velocity is taken for both species s (ions and electrons):
~V ∗
s = Zs(R/R0)

2τIC/ρ ·~b×∇Ps. Zs and Ps are respectively the charge number and the

scalar pressure of the species s, R is the horizontal coordinate, ρ is the mass density

and ~b is the magnetic field normalized to Bt. The realistic value of the diamagnetic

parameter (inverse of the ion cyclotron frequency) τIC = mi/eBt ∼ 7× 10−9s is taken,

and ion and electron temperatures are assumed to be equal. The model is the MHD

model extended with bi-fluid diamagnetic flows, as described on Ref [19]. Note that the

neoclassical friction and the source of toroidal rotation are not included in this section

in order to point out the role of diamagnetic stabilization.

The ELM crash is simulated first without diamagnetic rotation (Sec.2.1), then the

same simulation is performed with diamagnetic drifts (Sec.2.2).
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Figure 1. Time vari-

ation of the magnetic

and kinetic energies of

the mode n = 8 without

diamagnetic effects.

Time is normalized to

the Alfvén time tA.

Figure 2. Magnetic field topology at the

plasma edge (normalized flux ψ ≥ 0.8) in the

n = 8 ELM simulation without diamagnetic

effect, given at the peak of the ELM crash

(a) and after the ELM crash at t ∼ 7× 103tA
(b). Note the full edge reconnection at the

peak of the crash, and the remaining partial

reconnection after the crash.
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2.1. simulations without diamagnetic drifts: single ELM crash

In the modeling without diamagnetic drifts, the ELM crash is generated by the chosen

initially unstable pressure profile. After the crash, the unstable modes remain unstable,

and the residual magnetic activity expels the plasma outside the separatrix, which

prevents the pedestal from building-up again. The example is given for the case of an

n = 8 unstable toroidal mode. The ELM crash corresponds to a large peak of magnetic

and kinetic energy (Fig.1). At the crash, the large magnetic activity leads to a strong

ergodization of the edge (the magnetic field is ergodic for a normalized flux ψ > 0.85,

as shown in Fig.2 (a)). After the crash, magnetic islands remain for ψ > 0.85 and an

ergodic layer subsists at the very edge (ψ > 0.85, see Fig.2 (b)). This magnetic activity

and particularly the edge stochastization increase both the heat parallel diffusivity and

the E ×B convection of particles. The enhanced transport prevents the reconstruction

of the pedestal profiles and keeps the plasma below the peeling-ballooning stability limit,

thus a second ELM cannot be obtained in the simulations without diamagnetic effects.

2.2. Simulations with diamagnetic drifts: ELM cycling dynamics
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Figure 3. Kinetic energy of the

modes n = 2 − 8 in the multi-

harmonic n = 0 : 2 : 8 simulation

with diamagnetic effects.

Figure 4. In quasi-periodic regime:

(a) Edge pressure gradient before, during

and after an ELM. (b) Peeling-ballooning

diagram of the ELMs.

The diamagnetic effects are known to prevent the magnetic field from reconnecting

and to reduce the growth rate of ideal and resistive instabilities [20, 21] and thus have

a stabilizing effect on plasma instabilities. In particular they are evidenced to be a

key parameter for simulating cycles of sawtooth crashes [22]. We show here that the

diamagnetic drifts also enable to simulate cycles of ELM crashes. The diamagnetic

stabilization has two major effects on ELMs. First, it reduces the amplitude of the ELM

perturbation and crash. Indeed, compared to the simulation without diamagnetism

(Fig.1), the magnetic and kinetic energies of the same n = 8 ELM with diamagnetic

drifts included (Fig.3) is 1-2 orders of magnetic lower. In Fig.3, the multi-harmonic

simulation of the modes n = 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 with diamagnetic drifts is presented. The
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most unstable n = 8 mode is hardly coupled with the other modes during the first

ELM crash and the energy of the other modes remain several orders of magnitude lower

than the energy of the n = 8 mode. So the dynamics of the first ELM is almost

only governed by the n = 8 mode. Note that the modes n > 9 are stabilized by the

diamagnetic stabilization; for this reason and in order to reduce the time-consumption

of the simulation, the highest n > 9 modes were not kept in simulation.

After the first ELM crash, we observe the second major role of the diamagnetic

stabilization: instead of remaining unstable after the crash, the plasma is stabilized by

the diamagnetic rotation (Fig.3). Only when the pressure profile is built up by the

applied heating power, the plasma is destabilized again. The ballooning modes are

growing again until a threshold in pressure gradient is reached, triggering the second

ELM relaxation. Therefore the ELM dynamics results from a competition between the

diamagnetic stabilization and the destabilization of the plasma by the heat and particle

sources filling the pedestal and steepening the pressure profile. The ELM cycles obtained

in simulation Fig.3 can be decomposed into two periods. The first three transient ELMs

are largely dominated by the most unstable modes (n = 8 during the first two ELMs then

n = 6), and their triggering threshold is dependent on the initial chosen state. However,

after 3-4 ELMs, the memory of the initial state is lost, and a quasi-periodic regime of

ELM crashes is obtained. These ELMs are characterized by a strong non-linear coupling

between the n = 2− 8 modes. The n = 6 mode is growing first, directly followed by the

other modes. After a crash in this quasi-periodic regime, the plasma reorganizes into

a self-consistent state. Thus, the ELM frequency does not depend any more on initial

conditions, but depends on intrinsic parameters: the diamagnetic rotation (which have a

stabilizing effect on ELMs) and the applied heating power (destabilizing), as described in

the next section 2.3. The competition between these two parameters governs the cyclical

dynamics of the ELMs. Each ELM in the quasi-periodic regime can be decomposed

into three steps (Fig.4): first, the instability grows as the pressure gradient (and in a

smaller extent the edge current) increase. Second, the ELM crash occurs when a limit

of pressure gradient is reached. And third, the pedestal profiles relax: particles and

energy are expelled out of the plasma, and the pressure gradient collapses, as presented

in Fig.4 (a). Note that the bootstrap current is not included in the model (the current

is forced to tend to the initial realistic current profile via a current source, but does not

depend on the pressure gradient evolution, as it is in experiments), so the dynamics of

the instabilities simulated here shows only a small dependence on the pedestal current

(Fig.4 (b)).

2.3. Characterization of the ELM frequency

The ELM frequency obtained in Fig.3 is about 3kHz. This frequency depends on

both the stabilizing effect of the diamagnetic rotation and the destabilization by the

steepening of the pressure profile due to the heat source. To assess these effects,

simulations are performed first with a twice larger heat source and second with a twice
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larger diamagnetic parameter τIC . First, we notice that the enhanced heat source has

the effect of raising the maximal pressure gradient reached at the ELM crash, which is

about 5% larger with the enhanced source (Fig.5 (a)). This can be explained by two

combined effects. First, whilst the peeling-ballooning modes are growing, the enhanced

heating power makes that the pressure gradient rise more rapidly during the delay

needed by the non-linear effects to induce the pedestal relaxation. Second, due to the

larger heating power, the mean equilibrium (inter-ELM) temperature T0 is raised after

several ELMs. Consequently, the resistivity (proportional to T
−3/2
0 ) is reduced, so the

boundary stability is increased. For both reasons, a larger pressure gradient develops

in the pedestal before the ELM crash, which induces a larger amount of particles and

energy expelled by the ELM. Subsequently, the power reaching the divertor (Fig.5 (b)) is

increased. This means that the pedestal has emptied more consequently and that more

time is needed to reconstruct the pedestal. Therefore the ELM frequency is decreased

as the heat power is increased. This behavior is similar to the type-III ELMs observed

in experiments [23]. Furthermore, type-III ELMs are considered as resistive ELMs,

which matches the fact that our resistivity is two orders of magnitude larger than the

experimental one.

Figure 5. (a-b): time variation of the maximal edge pressure gradient (a) and

integrated power on the inner and outer divertor plates (b) in quasi-periodic n = 8

ELMy regime in the reference case (dash) and with a double injected power.

(c): magnetic energy of the n = 8 ELM depending on the diamagnetic parameter:

realistic value (dash) and doubled (full).

Second, simulations at larger diamagnetic rotation present a larger ELM frequency.

Actually, due to the diamagnetic stabilization, smaller instabilities develop at the edge

plasma and a smaller energy is expelled from the pedestal. So the plasma after the

crash remains just below the stability limit, such that less time is needed to cross again

the stability threshold, which explains a larger ELM frequency. In the case with a

diamagnetic parameter twice larger than the realistic one (Fig.5 (c)), not only the ELM

frequency (obtained after the transient phase) is increased, but the large diamagnetic

rotation gradually decreases the amplitude of the ELMs, so that in terms of peeling-

ballooning cycles, the plasma moves from the initially unstable state towards a ”fix

point” in the P-B diagram by doing smaller and smaller cycles. As it represents a
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bifurcation from a cycling dynamics towards a stable state, it may present similarities

with the so-called dithering cycles [3].

2.4. Near-symmetric power deposition on divertor target plates

Figure 6. Heat flux (in MW/m2) reaching the inner and outer divertor target plates

after an ELM: without flows (a) or with diamagnetic, neoclassical and toroidal flows

(c). A radial section along the divertor is plotted in (b): almost all flux reaches the

outer divertor (full line) without flows whereas the deposition is near-symmetric with

flows (dash line).

The diamagnetic rotation also affects the dynamics of the ELM precursors and

filaments. Without diamagnetic rotation, the instabilities at the onset of the ELM

have a static growth, whereas the diamagnetic rotation makes the ELM precursors grow

and rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction at the speed Vmode ≈ VE×B + V ∗
i /2

[24]. In the non-linear stage, the plasma inside the separatrix rotates in the electron

diamagnetic direction, and the ELM filaments are sheared out of the plasma in the ion

diamagnetic direction. The temperature is conducted by the heat diffusivity from the

reconnected edge plasma to the divertor plates, whereas the density is convected by

the E × B and diamagnetic rotation. It is important to notice that this diamagnetic

advection of the density makes that more density reaches the inner divertor plate than

the outer plate, hence the heat flux reaching the divertor at the sound speed is deposited

near-symmetrically in the inner and outer divertor plates: even though the temperature

is larger on the outer than on the inner side, the density is larger in the inner region so

a similar power, proportional to both the plasma temperature and density, reaches the

inner and outer divertor target plates due to an ELM. As an example, Fig.6 (b-c) present

the near-symmetric power deposition of the heat flux in the simulation of a realistic JET

shot (#77329, described in [25]) where the diamagnetic, neoclassical and toroidal flows

have been taken into account. In comparison, in simulations made without flows (Fig.6

(a-b)), the outer divertor received almost all the heat power. This was in contradiction

with the experimental observations where the deposit is either symmetric on inner and

outer divertor plates or two times larger in the inner divertor [26, 27]. Thus simulations

with diamagnetic drifts allow for reproducing more realistically the ELM dynamics up

to the deposition on the divertor.
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3. ELM control by RMPs

The plasma rotation and in particular the diamagnetic rotation is also known to

affect the penetration of the RMPs in the plasma [28, 25, 29, 19]. Previous studies

demonstrated that the plasma perpendicular (E × B + diamagnetic) rotation is likely

to prevent the RMPs from penetrating into the plasma. Thus RMPs can just penetrate

on particular rational surfaces where the perpendicular rotation is zero and at the very

edge where the resistivity is the highest. In Ref [19], we found that even though RMPs

are screened in the bulk plasma, they still affect the magnetic topology: small islands

are generated on the rational surfaces q = m/n and an ergodic layer is formed at the

very edge, which induces an enhanced transport at the edge. In this section, we find that

the perpendicular diamagnetic rotation also plays an important role in the interaction

between ELMs and RMPs in the plasma.

3.1. ELM power deposition divided by ten with RMPs
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Figure 7. Magnetic energy of the modes

n = 2 − 8; from left to right: without RMP,

with RMP current Icoil = 20kAt, 40kAt and

60kAt

Figure 8. Power on

inner/outer divertor tar-

gets without (left) and

with RMPs (right) for

Icoil = 40kAt

In this section, experimental JET parameters corresponding to the shot #77329

[25] are used. Typical JET values are taken for the diamagnetic parameter and the

neoclassical coefficients as in Ref. [25, 19]. The (n = 2) RMP spectrum due to the

error field correction coils (EFCC) is first calculated in the vacuum with the ERGOS

code ([30]) and applied as boundary conditions for the magnetic flux perturbation in

JOREK. Once the plasma response to (n = 2) RMPs has stabilized to an equilibrium

(affected by RMPs), the other toroidal modes are added in simulation. The effect of

RMPs on ELMs is tested first in a simulation with n = 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8, the RMP coil

current being scanned between 20 and 60kAt. In the simulation run without RMPs, the

most unstable mode is the n = 8, which leads to a large ELM crash (Fig.7, left). When
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RMPs are applied, instead of this large ELM crash, a more continuous activity of the

modes n = 2, 4, 6 and 8 coupled altogether is observed (Fig.7). This activity starts with

a peak of energy of the mode n = 6, which is the most unstable with RMPs. This peak

is smaller compared to the peak of the n = 8 mode without RMPs thus it leads to a

mitigated ELM with a smaller peak energy released. Moreover, as the RMP current is

increased from 20 to 60kAt, the n = 6 peak size is reduced, which means that a stronger

ELM mitigation is obtained when the RMP current is larger. The power reaching the

divertor in the 40kAt case is plotted in Fig.8. The deposited power is divided by 10

when RMPs are applied compared to the ”natural” ELM (without RMPs).

3.2. Mechanism of the ELM mitigation by RMPs
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Figure 9. Edge pressure gradient:

cases without RMP (circles), with

RMP at Icoil = 40kAt (dash-dot)

and 60kAt (full line) and without

RMP at reduced pressure gradient

(crosses)

Figure 10. Magnetic energy of the

modes n = 2 : 8 without RMP: in the

simulation run at reduced pressure

gradient (full line), the ELM crash

is delayed compared to the reference

case, but remains large.

We try to understand the mechanism at stake in the ELM mitigation. The first

hypothesis is that the edge ergodization due to RMPs which results in a lower edge

pressure gradient (as shown in Fig.9) may generate a (partial) stabilization of the ELMs.

To test this hypothesis, a simulation is run without RMPs with a reduced pressure

gradient similar to the pressure gradient obtained with RMPs (Fig.9, line with crosses).

In fact, the reduction of the edge pressure gradient delays the ELM crash (full line in

Fig.10) compared to the reference ELM (dashed line in Fig.10), but still leads to a large

ELM crash. So the only reduction of the pressure gradient by RMPs does not explain

the observed ELM mitigation. The second tested hypothesis in that the modification of

the magnetic topology due to RMPs induces the mitigation. A linear run of an ELM

with RMPs is thus performed, where the magnetic topology is affected by both the

ELM and the RMPs but where the RMPs and the unstable modes are not coupled.

This linear run also leads to a large ELM crash.
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This proves that it is really the

coupling between the (n = 2) RMPs and

its harmonics (even modes) that generate

the ELM mitigation. Fig.11 presents

the simulation at 60kAt with n = 0 −
8. We notice that the initial growth

rate of the even modes n = 4, 6 and 8

is large due to the non-linear drive by

(n = 2) RMPs. The magnetic energy

between these even modes is equally

redistributed after the first relaxation of

the n = 6 modes and the magnetic energy

non-linearly cascades from the naturally

unstable n = 8 mode towards the lower n

even modes [31]. As for the odd modes

(Fig.11), they are totally damped due

to the activity of the even modes driven

by RMPs, and hence they remain at the

noise level. The reduction of the ELM

toroidal mode number when mitigated by

RMPs was observed in KSTAR [32], but

not in the general case [33]. Actually,

in another simulation performed at 15%

larger diamagnetic rotation (not presented

here), the n = 6 mode is the most

unstable for the natural ELM due to the

diamagnetic stabilization of the larger n

modes, and remains the most unstable

mode while non-linearly coupled with

(n = 2) RMPs. Thus the energy cascade implies a redistribution between the non-

linearly coupled modes but does not necessarily mean a reduction of the main toroidal

mode number.

The coupling of ELM and RMPs induce a change in the edge magnetic structure, as

plotted in Fig.13. The magnetic topology of the natural ELM (Fig.13 (a)) is dominated

by the n = 8 ballooning perturbation that induces a large reconnection at the edge (for

ψnorm > 0.85). In the case of RMPs without ELMs (Fig.13 (b)), n = 2 magnetic islands

are formed on the rational surfaces q = m/n due to the forced magnetic reconnection,

and present a tearing-like parity (ψmn 6= 0 on the rational surfaces). It is important to

notice that the perpendicular (E × B + diamagnetic) electron rotation is zero on the

rational surface q = 5/2 (at ψnorm ≈ 0.85) which leads to the RMP penetration and the

formation of large islands on this surface, as demonstrated in [28, 25, 19]. As for the

magnetic topology of the ELMs with RMPs (Fig.13 (c)), it is dominated by the modes
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n = 4 and n = 6, with magnetic islands observed on the rational surfaces q = 9/4, 14/6

and 15/6. The overlapping of the surfaces q = 16/6, 17/6 and 18/6 generates an ergodic

zone deeper in the pedestal than in the case of RMPs alone. The n = 4 and 6 modes

have a tearing-parity (ψmn 6= 0) on these rational surfaces that is imposed by the driving

by RMPs (as plotted in Fig.12), in place of the ballooning parity in the natural ELM

case (ψmn = 0). The magnetic islands and above all the ergodic zone at the edge induces

an enhanced transport at the edge that expels continuously the heat and particles out

of the plasma.

Figure 13. Magnetic topology at the edge (0.8 < ψnorm < 1): in case of an ELM

without RMP (a), in case of RMPs without ELM (b) and in case of an ELM with

RMPs (c).

3.3. ELM cycle with RMPs
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Figure 14. Comparison of the magnetic energy of the n = 6 mode without and with

RMPs (in log scale). At ”low” RMP current (40kAt, left), RMPs have no effect on

the ELM amplitude and frequency, whereas at larger RMP current (80kAt, right), the

ELM is fully stabilized by RMPs.

A multi-harmonic (n = 2, 4, 6 and 8) simulation of an ELM cycle with (n = 2)

RMPs is performed for a larger diamagnetic rotation (this is done both by increasing

the diamagnetic parameter τIC and by taking a steeper pressure profile). In this case,
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the most unstable mode without RMPs is the n = 6 mode (in red in Fig.14) due to

the diamagnetic stabilization of the larger mode numbers. At rather low applied RMP

current (40kAt, left of Fig.14), the ELMs are not mitigated by RMPs. Neither the

ELM amplitude or frequency is affected by the RMPs. This may be explained by the

large screening of RMPs at large diamagnetic (perpendicular) rotation, which does not

allow for a large coupling between unstable modes and RMPs. However at twice larger

applied RMP current (80kAt, left of Fig.14), the modes n = 4, 6 and 8 are more strongly

coupled to RMPs, thus they are now fully driven by n = 2 RMPs and present a large

initial amplitude due to the coupling with RMPs. Contrary to the case presented in 3.1,

these coupled modes do not generate a turbulent MHD activity. Instead, static islands

driven by RMPs are formed. The presence of these islands – reconnected at the edge –

generate a permanently enhanced heat and particle transport, which reduces the edge

pressure gradient and thus keeps the plasma under the stability threshold. Therefore, by

increasing the RMP current from 40 to 80kAt, a bifurcation from a largely screened state

toward a reconnected state takes place [34], which leads to the full ELM suppression.

Subsequently we have observed three different regimes: ELM mitigation by RMPs, no

effect of RMPs on ELMs and ELM suppression by RMPs. These regimes depend on

both the RMP amplitude and the diamagnetic rotation. Future work will focus on

quantifying more precisely the access to these different regimes.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The ELM cyclical dynamics as well as the ELM mitigation by RMPs was observed in

non-linear modeling performed with the extended MHD code JOREK. In both cases,

the diamagnetic rotation was found to be a key parameter. The main limitations of

our model is the large resistivity which is two orders of magnitude larger than the

experimental value due to computational limitations and the ad hoc heat and particle

sources taken in simulation that affect the ELM frequency. In the simulation of ELM

cycles, the diamagnetic stabilization allows for suppressing the MHD activity after the

crash, and a competition between the diamagnetic stabilization and the destabilization

by the steepening of the pressure profile – due to the applied heating power – results in

a cyclical dynamics. If the diamagnetic rotation is largely increased, the ELM frequency

is increased and the ELM size is progressively reduced, so that the plasma gravitates

towards an attracting point in the peeling-ballooning diagram. In our particular case

of resistive (type-III like) ELMs, an enhanced heat source leads to a larger maximal

pressure gradient reached at the ELM crash, resulting in a larger ELM frequency and

a larger heat power reaching the divertor. Concerning the deposition on the divertor,

the diamagnetic drifts are found to convect the density towards the inner plate, which

generates a near-symmetric deposition on the inner and outer divertor plates: this is

closer to the experimental results compared to previous simulations without diamagnetic

rotation.

As for the ELM control by RMPs, three regimes have been found in the JET case
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with n = 2 RMPs. First, at rather low diamagnetic rotation, the ELM mitigation is

obtained, where the large ELM crash is replaced by a continuous (in time) magnetic

activity or turbulence, also called type-II ELMy activity [6, 7, 8]. The size of the small

initial relaxation is reduced as the RMP coil current is increased. For Icoil = 40kAt, the

integrated peak power on the divertor is found to be divided by a factor of ten. The

ELM mitigation is not due to the reduction of the edge pressure gradient but is rather

due to the non-linear coupling of the even modes which are driven by the n = 2 RMPs.

These RMP-driven modes generate plasma reconnection – characterized by magnetic

island chains in the pedestal and an edge ergodic zone – and thus continuously expel

heat and particles out of the plasma. Then, at larger diamagnetic rotation, two other

regimes are observed in simulation. At rather low RMP current (Icoil = 40kAt), the

RMPs have no effect on the ELM dynamics: the ELM amplitude and frequency are

not affected by the RMPs since the RMPs are too ”shielded” by the plasma rotation

to be coupled with unstable modes. However, at larger RMP current (Icoil = 80kAt),

RMPs penetrate and are strongly coupled with the even modes, such that these modes

are ”locked” to the RMP driving: hence the large permanent transport induced by

these RMP-driven modes stabilizes the plasma under the stability threshold and the

ELMs are fully suppressed. Current and future works are dedicated to a more precise

understanding of the parameters that demarcates these three regimes.
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